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Part 2,To Paint or Not To Paint?   Tech Article by  Restorer Mike Adams 

Members Celebrate Their Classics 

   San Diego/Palm Springs CCCA  held   it ’ s Annual Meeting on Nov. 19th at the home of Carl and Vicki 

Zeiger.  Pictured above are members and their cars as they finished a poker run through Ranch Santa Fe 

and gathered in the Zeiger ’ s driveway just before the meeting.    

    Director Don Williams reviewed the events of the club ’ s 2017 calendar. He announced that all board 

positions for the 2018 year are all filled after the e-mail election.  He described the plans being made for 

events and tours for the coming year.  And arrangements for the March 2018 Grand Classic to be held at 

the Inn at Rancho Santa Fe were discussed. A Judging Seminar  is slated for Saturday,  January 27, 2018.         

In celebration of another enjoyable year with their Classic Cars, members feasted on a barbecue lunch and 

enjoyed the company of their fellow Classic enthusiasts.                                               ( Photos next page )  
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    Locals Jim Woolsey and Tim Pestotnik  view the assembled Classics along with Joel Cutler  of Palm Springs. 
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‘17 Annual Meeting Report  
 

 On a sunny autumn day, Sunday November 19, our San Diego / 
Palm Springs Region of the Classic Car Club of America had its 
2017 Annual Meeting. The meeting consisted of three parts: (1) 
a drive in our Classic Cars around the Rancho Santa Fe area, 
(2) a formal meeting in which we reviewed the year’s events, and 
the prospective events for our coming year, and (3) lunch at Carl 
and Vicki Zeiger’s relaxing poolside patio. 
   Beginning with the drive to and around the Rancho Santa Fe 
area, we could not have asked for a more remarkable and enjoy-
able day for a leisurely drive. The sun was out, the temperature 
was pleasantly cool, and all the autumn leaves were changing. 
Added into the bargain, everyone’s car performed well. Thirty-six 
members and guests were in attendance, and the tour ended 
with a group photo of most of the Classics and most of the driv-
ers in the Zeiger’s driveway. With the cars resting in the drive-
way, we went into the Zeigers pool / patio area for our meeting.  
   Thirty days prior to the meeting, ballots were sent out to all 
members to elect or to re-elect four of our officers. The ballot is a 
formality in the sense that we do not have enough people vying 
for board positions to have an actual competition for board seats. 
The results of the election were no surprise, with all four candi-
dates “winning” a position on the board. Newly re-elected were 
Director Don Williams, for a 3 year term; Newsletter Editor Den-
ise Stewart, for a 3 year term; and Tim Pestotnik for a 3 year 
term. These three people’s terms run from 11-1-17 to 10-31-20. 
The fourth “winner” in the election was Gary Marchetti, who has 
been elected as our new Treasurer, to serve the remaining two 
years of Jack Heacock’s unfinished three year term. Gary’s term 
runs from 11-1-17 to 10-31-19.  
   Ongoing board members with two years left to serve are Mike 
Adams and Tom O’Hara, whose terms will end 10-31-19. Ongo-
ing board members with one year left to serve are Joel Cutler, 
Jim Greene, and Carl Zeiger, whose terms will end 10-31-18. 
   Following introduction of board members to the group, Don 
reviewed our club’s various activities and events for the past 
year. These events included a Holiday Lunch in December of 
2016, at the Bahia hotel, a tour of Alan Taylor’s restoration shop 
in February, a tour of John Ellison’s car collection in May, and a  
 

tour of Coronado concluding with lunch at the Bahia Hotel in 
August.  A tour of Ernie Follis’ Pierce-Arrow collection was 
scheduled for September, but he had to postpone at the last 
minute. We are hoping to have that tour of his remarkable collec-
tion rescheduled for some time this coming year. The last sched-
uled event was a shared CCCA / Pierce-Arrow event to tour a 
car collection in Palm Springs. It was a remarkable collection of 
Studebakers of nearly every age, some of which are official Club 
Classics.  
   Following the review of the past year’s events, Gary Marchetti, 
our new treasurer, gave a treasurer’s report.  We are solvent 
with adequate reserves to cover some of the upcoming expens-
es of our Rancho Santa Fe Grand Classic in March of 2018. Ad-
ditional income will be provided by participants, with the hope 
that we can, again, cover the expenses of the event adequately 
without depleting our treasury significantly. Individuals and busi-
nesses wanting to advertise in our meeting brochure will also, we 
hope, help to defray some of our expenses. 
   Next, Mike Adams was asked to give a brief synopsis of tenta-
tive tours and events for 2018. He suggested touring the San 
Diego Auto Museum collection in Balboa Park, as we have never 
done that as a group. Also in the works are a rescheduling of a 
visit to the Follis Collection, and possibly being fortunate enough 
to be invited to see the Jay Leno Collection. (Jay also asks for a 
financial contribution from those allowed to tour his collection.) 
   Following Mike’s talk of plans for 2018, Carl Zeiger spoke of 
our plans for the Grand Classic here in Rancho Santa Fe on 
March 16, 17, and 18, 2018. We are hoping to have 40 or so 
cars entering. He and others in the club are doing what they can 
to get likely participants informed.  Carl, as membership chair, 
gave an update on members. We currently have 100 members 
and 37 associate members in our SDPS region.  To date we 
have had 55 renewals of membership for 2018. 
   Next Denise Stewart spoke of her position as editor of the 
newsletter, which specifically means she needs articles given to 
her telling interesting stories about members’ cars.  She noted 
that it is not her responsibility to compose articles, but to have 
material submitted that she can edit.  She needs fresh material 
for each newsletter, and encouraged members to work on sub-
mitting articles of interest to other club members. . 
   Eric Voigt, as our regional Chief Judge, then spoke of the all-
new judging criteria and sheets being put out by National .  

 

A Message from 

Don Williams 
 

San Diego/Palm Springs  

Regional Director 
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These new rules and sheets will be in use for our upcoming 
Grand Classic, and Eric is  giving a judging seminar at his 
house January  27th on how to use the new Judging Manual. 
   Finally, Mike Adams spoke of having collected to date $2,750 
for advertising for the upcoming Grand Classic. He noted that 
Alan Taylor had donated $1,000 for a full page ad; Marchetti 
Classics donated $1,000 to be on the sponsor’s page. Steve 
Snyder has donated $400 for a half page ad in the program, and 
Bowden’s Auto Body (which is Mike Adams business) has do-
nated $350 for a half page ad. 
   We had an enjoyable catered BBQ lunch, augmented with 
ample chilled donated white wine. It was a very enjoyable gath-
ering on a day with weather designed for maximum classic car 
enjoyment. We all thank Carl and Vicki Zeiger for generously 
providing an ideal location for our gathering. Their quiet and 
peaceful back yard made it easy to talk and exchange ideas, 
comfortably and easily, in contrast to prior less-successful gath-
erings at noisy restaurants. 

The Arizona Region, about the size of our's, with a very active 
"Snowbird" membership is lively year round and they started 
their "season" this year hosting a CARavan that took us to plac-
es many had been before, but not in the depth we experienced 
on this tour.  Usually CARavans are shy a full week and cover 
1000 miles, hitting historic places, luxury hotels and beautiful 
scenery. This CARavan was a little longer in time and a little 
shorter in mileage, but instead of historic places we got pre-
historic sites explained to us by Native Americans still living on 
reservations or by Anglo academies whose research of pre-
1300 AD sedentary Native Americans was shared with us.  In-
stead of driving through lovely greenery or along spectacular 
lakes, rivers or oceans, this trip was endless colors of nearby 
hills and faraway mountains that changed colors as the sun 
moved.  This CARavan was divided into four parts with four 
stops. All week we were in altitudes above 3000' and often 
above 5000'.  There is more to Arizona than Phoenix.  
   Any of us with even the most basic appreciation of rock or 
ground formation were easily mesmerized by the forms and 
strata. Created in this massive area by millions of years of dry 
climate and fierce winds and a very active mountain building 
formation from plate collisions period (pre-Pliocene). At the end 
of this epic came the expansion and more plate formations that 
caused the massive string of North-South mountains from what 
is now Alaska to the tip of South America.  And we think few 
earthquakes today do damage.   
   The "dead history" corner of the U.S. Southwest and the Mex- 
ican Northwest (c.1100 AD-1300AD including coastal Califor-
nia)  when there were years of NO rainfall -- and could easily  
happen again--  is the most interesting moment in our South 
west post-"Ice Age" time span. The Southwest today was occu-

pied by productive people who planted crops and lived year-
round in one place.  Most spectacular were those who lived in 
the mud houses built into  the non-south facing depressions 
partway up a mountain. (Facing South would be direct sun all 
year and southern rainstorms on the desert come with wind that 
would damage mud buildings.)  This protected the residences 
from enemy attack, rain and flooding (all deserts have floods) 
and when abandoned after the 12th Century drought remained 
in generally very good condition until the late 19th & 20th Cen-
tury. Early explorers took "treasures" or just spoiled these build-
ings to such an extent that only  a few remain in Arizona and 
New Mexico. My own paternal Catholic (18th Century) and ma-
ternal Mormon (mid-19th) ancestors here in the West did a very 
nice job of destroying anything they thought was a primitive 
religious symbol. 
   Our four stops on the CARavan were Grand Canyon, Lake 
Powell, Monument Valley, Canyon  Chelly/Sedona.  Been there, 
done that?  Not the way we did it.  Like the adds for the old 
French Line crossing the Atlantic, "Getting there is Half the 
Fun."  Rather than driving to the Grand Canyon by car, we took 
the train, a period train complete with a car all for our group and 
wonderfully funny guide who did stand-up better than most want
-to-be comedians. Lunch came with us and the best ice-cream 
on the desert was waiting for us at the Canyon's edge. Our 
guide there was a fellow anthropologist and really knew his triv-
ia on Native people and geology. 
   From Grand Canyon we drove  the relatively short distance to 
Lake Powell.  It had a little more water than my last visit there 
but still quite low.  Never mind. Instead of the usual fast boat   
ride with the obligatory quick turn to get everybody wet we had 
a very comfortable lake cruiser and a true geologist guide .  The  

AZ CARavan Toured the Natural Marvels of the Southwest 

  Enjoying the comfort of the Zeiger ’ s poolside, 
club members took in the business meeting and 
then enjoyed a barbecue lunch together.  SD/PS 
excels at mixing business and pleasure. 
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Photos by Vicki Zeiger 

The Cars and the Crowd  Enjoyed the Arizona CARavan 
    

  Nick Fintzelberg and 

his 1947 Chrysler 

Town and Country  

Convertible explored 

the  wonders of the 

Arizona desert. 

  Classic Cars® from 

around the US  were 

looking smart as they 

toured learning about 

the geography, geol-

ogy and cultures of 

the southwest. 

   Nick Fintzleberg, 

Vicki Zeiger, Eric 

Voigt, his mom, Joan 

Voigt, Carl Zeiger 

and   Joel Cutler,  all 

SD/PS members, 

shared the exception-

al  adventure. 
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 AZ Caravan cont. 
 
captain got us into the tiny side runs of this man-made lake and 
the water level was perfect to see up close some of the most 
remarkable stratigraphy imaginable: Water was coming out slow-
ly between stratae  and bringing out dark colored chemicals that 
left dramatic colored "runs" down the sides of the hills.  'Modern' 
art could not get that spectacular. 
   Next stop, Monument Valley.  If you have driven through this 
interesting stretch of red desert with small mountains shaped like 
New York City skyscrapers on the highway to Utah, you have 
had a preliminary look at Monument Valley.  We got into it and 
around it via jeep-like busses with young men driving who had 
lived on this Reservation all of their lives.  Their stories and the 
settlements of these erie building-like tiny mountains were an 
experience, not a look. We even got lessons on weaving, not just 
in-&-out the threads, but how to make the thread and mix the 
colors from plants growing nearby.  
   The fourth stop was really a double-hitter; a still-revered reli-
gious small valley between high straight stone mountain sides 
and a sophisticated village where wealthy Phoenicians go in the 
summer.  First the Native valley, Canyon de Chelly:  To get in, 
we needed a 4-wheel drive to cross the always wet "dry swamp" 
and then alongside a tiny creek. Along the way were a few pri-
vate cottages, most only summer living since this 4000' country 
gets wet snow in winter. Arizona snow is not very ski friendly. At 
the end of the trail within this increasingly narrow valley was the 
remains of a village, still used for hikers to explore one of the 
best retained hill-side houses, estimated to have served several 
dozen people.  As we drove along the walled mountains to get 
here, we had seen four other such multi-family houses occupied 
before everyone left during the drought described earlier. 
   Sedona: Before returning to our starting point at the northern-
most outskirts of Phoenix, we stayed over in the beautiful and 
sophisticate city of Sedona .  At last! An Arizona city that knows 
when to stop.  Sedona is no longer issuing building permits. Our 
4-star hotel was quite a contrast with what we had left behind in 
Chelly.  But Arizona is made up of such contrasts.  It was good 
fun to take this tour and the delightful company made it even 
nicer.     
   The San Diego/Palm Springs Region was well represented: 
Joel Cutler, Nick Fintzeberg, Larry Symons and son Kevin and 
daughter-in-law Consuela, Eric Voigt and mother Joan, Vicki and 
Carl Zeiger.  Cars on the CARavan were varied with a few more 
pre-Wars than post: Packard, Cadillac, Buick, Chrysler, Cord, 
Mercedes and Duesenberg.  Longest distance participant, a 
beautiful '34 Packard from Maryland.     
     

Contributed by Founding Member CCCA  SD/PS 
 

                Nick Fintzleberg           

 World’s 100 Most Beautiful 

Cars List Includes 12 Classics 

 
        by Denise Stewart and Barbara Daigle 
 
   While beauty is in the eye of the beholder, I was more than a 
little  surprised that a published list of 100 of the world’s most 
beautiful cars listed only 12 cars that meet the Classic Car stand-
ards.  And even more surprising was the fact that only the 1932 
Duesenberg Boatttail Roadster, the 1937 Cord 812, and the 
1934 Auburn Speedster were American made, according to Auto 
Cars. The 1932 Duesenberg  Boattail Roadster  (not pictured) 
was ranked #72. 
   Eleven more most beautiful American cars were listed from the 
post 1948 era: 2016 Ford Mustang GT, 1969 Ford Capri 
3000GT, 1966 Oldsmobile Toronado, 1968 Dodge Charger R/T, 
1961 Lincoln Continental,1963 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray, 
1963 Buick Riviera, 1966 Fords GT 40, 1962 AC Cobra  289. 
   The #1 ranked most beautiful car ever is the 1961 Jaguar E-
Type Series1 Coupe. 
    
     1934 Auburn Speedster was ranked # 56  
 

            
            The 1937 Cord 812 ranked #21 
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   CCCA San Diego/Palm 
Springs held its Holiday 
Lunch at the Bahia Hotel 
this year.   
   Among the Classics this  
Christmas red Packard  
was all dressed up for  
Santa ’ s visit. 
  Celebrants pictured L–  R 

Jim Green, Jim Woolsey, 
Don Williams,  Charlie 
Hylton, Tom O ’ Hara, 
Catherine Woolsey and 
Nick Fintzelberg. 

 

 

 

More of the Classics 
making the AZ CAR-
avan tour from the 
Grand Canyon to 
Sedona this Fall. 
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     The holidays are over, it's a new 

year, we've had plenty of time to 

decide whether or not to move for-

ward with painting our cars. You 

may have picked out a profession-

al paint shop, or you may want to " 

Do It Yourself". Either way, the 

process will be approximately the 

same. Your results may vary.  

     If you plan on painting your own 

car, here are a few helpful tips on 

setting up your work/shop space. 

Find a nice, dry, well lit spot where 

you can work. You will want to 

leave the car in a safe spot where 

you will be able to come back day 

after day to work. Leave every-

thing all set up. Cover the car 

when you are not working on it. 

You can buy a roll of plastic sheet-

ing from your local automotive 

paint supply store for under $40. 

Make sure you have a good supply 

of clean air.Set up a water trap to 

capture moisture in your air lines. 

There are diagrams and instruc-

tions on line for setting up your 

compressor/air lines/water trap 

system so I won't go into that spe-

cifically, just know it is very im-

portant to have a good supply of 

clean air. Drain your compressor 

daily. Different temperatures may 

create moisture in the lines if not 

filtered. If you are blowing water 

out of your air lines. Stop. Fix the 

problem before proceeding. We 

don't want to blow water out of an 

airline onto bare metal after strip-

ping the paint off. 

     OK let's assume the shop is set 

up correctly and the car has been 

disassembled with all parts 

bagged and tagged and you have 

taken plenty of close up detailed 

photos. We are now ready to start 

stripping paint. But wait. There are 

many different methods or combi-

nations of methods to achieve this: 

1 )  Sandblasting... at home or 

sublet 

2 )  Chemically stripping.... using 

Jasco or Aircraft remover 

3 ) M e c h a n i c a l l y  s t r i p -

ping......physically sanding off the 

old finish 

4 )  Dipping..... sending the body/

parts out to be dipped at a place 

such as " Redi Strip ” .  

     Most shops will use one or 

more of these methods, depending 

on the condition of the car. Each 

process has advantages as well as 

dis-advantages. While chemically 

stripping with Aircraft remover will 

work well on old paint, it will not 

remove rust. Sandblasting works 

well and will remove rust, but the 

high pressure needed to get the 

panels clean can also warp them if 

not careful. We do not sandblast 

hoods, decklids or door skins. We 

may "blast" the inside edges and 

jams, but not the exterior skin. 

These large areas can be chemi-

cally stripped, then mechanically 

sanded with a DA sander or other 

power/hand sander. This will pre-

vent an otherwise straight panel 

coming back from the sandblast 

shop warped, and in need of major 

One More Way To Strip A Car … Mother Nature 
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STRIPPING cont. 

fixing. These panels now would 

need professional help. The final 

method, dipping, is not for the 

faint of heart. We have seen bod-

ies with severe rust come back 

needing entire panel replacement. 

The strong solution they use does 

a great job of removing paint, 

seam sealer as well as rust. 

Sometimes this results in more of 

the sheet metal being "lost" than 

you expected! Be very careful with 

all of these processes as we can't 

buy after market metal for our pre 

48 Classics. 

    Once the paint is removed, your 

bare metal will start to oxidize. 

You can't see it at first but metal 

exposed to the air starts to rust in 

about a day. After a few days, you 

will see it "grow" . Always wear 

gloves when handling bare metal. 

The oils contained in your skin are 

perfect for starting a "hot spot" on 

your pieces. If surface rust forms, 

carefully machine or hand sand 

the metal to get rid of the surface 

rust that may have formed. Typi-

cally your paint shop will epoxy 

prime the prepared metal the 

same or next day. If you wrap the 

parts in masking paper they will 

last a little longer.  

   One or two coats of a 

good  DTM (  direct to metal )  

epoxy primer will protect the parts. 

Be sure to prime both sides. We 

use PPG DP 50 or DP 90 on all 

bare metal. One is gray, one is 

black. I should back up a bit here. 

Previous to disassembly you 

should check the gaps and fit of 

all the panels and check the play 

in the door hinges to see if you 

need to replace the pins, tighten 

up the loose screws, or do you 

have wood that needs replacing? 

Before re-assembling your pri-

mered parts, fix any of these con-

ditions. Notice areas on your car 

that need work prior to disassem-

bly. Take advantage of the fact 

the car is already together to mark 

spots you will want to address lat-

er. Once the parts are stripped, 

primered and apart everything 

looks different. Take photos along 

the way to remind you about these 

areas and also how it goes back 

together. A very helpful technique 

used by some of the best shops is 

to take plenty of photos while dis-

assembling, then when it comes 

time to re-assemble, simply put 

the photos on a large board in re-

verse order. Follow the photos to 

complete your assembly.  

     The steps and procedures out-

lined here are typical and are not 

meant to be the only way to skin a 

cat. Every shop and individual has 

a method that works best for them 

in their unique situation.  

     Now that all of our parts have 

been stripped to bare metal, and 

are epoxy primered  I think it is 

time for a break. We can relax 

knowing our parts will be safe 

from rusting until we can get start-

ed on the bodywork. Let's take a 

look at that next time in " 

Bodyshop 102", getting the body-

work right! 

 Until then I hope to see you on 

the road!  

                     Mike Adams 

www.MichaelAdamsRestoration. 

com 

      

 

TECH 
CORNER 

This is the second part of 

a 4 installment series on 

doing quality paint  resto-

ration. Mike Adams is  

proprietor of  Bowden’ s  

Auto Body and is a PPG 

Certified Master Painter.           

He is an  active SD/PS  

CCCA  Board member. 
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CCCA GRAND CLASSIC  
March 16-18, 2018  

THE INN AT RANCHO SANTA FE  

Go to: sandiegopalmspringsregion.classiccarclub.org  

for events and forms  

or you will find everything you need  

Registration Form with schedule  

                                         Car Registration for National Office  

 

 

 

Hosted by 

 San Diego/Palm Springs 

 Region  

  

       

INVITATION 
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Mark your calendars NOW for the March GRAND CLASSIC to be held by the San Diego/Palm Springs re-
gion, in one of the most beautiful areas in the country, even during the month of March! The Inn at Rancho 
Santa Fe is the perfect backdrop for a weekend filled with beautiful Classics and new and familiar friends. 
The weekend promises to be magical as you will be staying at the elegant 1920’s era hotel set on 21 hilltop 
acres, planted with tall eucalyptus trees and fragrant rose gardens plus you’ll have the opportunity to show 
your Classic and view all of the exhibited Classics on the expansive front lawn of the Inn. The hotel, with 
its recent 20 million dollar restoration, creates a romantic, comfortable, setting and view of the Classics 
on the front lawn of the property. The Inn is now under new management and associated with A Tribute 
Portfolio hotels, a branch of Starwood. 
 
ROOM RATES AT THE INN AT RANCHO SANTA FE 
Room rates will be $249 plus a reduced Resort Fee of $10 per night, excluding tax.  Reservations for hotel 
rooms must be in by February 14, 2018 to qualify for this reduced rate. (This trip could be a great Valen-
tine’s Day gift since the hotel registration deadline falls on February 14, 2018.) 
Call the hotel now to make your reservation at 1-800-843-4661. 
 
SCHEDULE 
Friday, the weekend will begin from 3:00 PM until 5:00 PM with registration.  
Dinner will begin at 7:00 PM after a no host cocktail get-together  at 6:00 PM.   
Saturday the Grand Classic will begin with car placement on the hotel lawn beginning at 8:00 AM.  The Hos-
pitality Suite will also open at 8:00 AM.  The Judges and Tabulators breakfast will begin at 8:30 AM. Judg-
ing will begin at 10:00 AM. The hotel will have food and drinks for purchase near the field and since the 
Hotel is situated in the heart of the village of Rancho Santa Fe, many options are available for breakfast 
and lunch and snacks-all within a few steps of the field. Breakfast can be at the hotel or at Thyme in the 
Ranch bakery or great coffee is just a few steps away at the Positano.  Ice cream and snacks and sand-
wiches are also available at several spots around the village. Of course, there will be a Raffle for cash priz-
es! 
 
Saturday night will begin at 6:30 PM with no host cocktail party, followed by a sit down dinner 7:30 PM. 
Dinner will be followed by the Awards ceremony and a  slide photographic presentation of all of the Clas-
sics on display. 
Sunday the cars can begin moving off the lawn at 8:00 AM if they are still on the lawn from the day be-
fore.  
Sunday morning we will CARavan up to to the renowned collection of John Ellison where light breakfast re-
freshments will be available, as we enjoy visiting his rare and extensive collection..  
 
Imagine YOUR Classic Car displayed on the manicured grounds of the famous Inn at Rancho Santa Fe; fa-
vorite vacation spot of Bing Crosby, Norma Talmadge, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford. If you aren’t 
able to bring your Classic, come out anyway and enjoy the weekend with other CCCA members! Sounds ro-
mantic, and fun doesn’t it!  

Registration form is available in the November Issue of the Bulletin. 

ROMANCE OF THE 1920’S 

AND 1930’S WILL RETURN 

TO THE INN AT RANCHO SAN-

TA FE, MARCH 16-18, 2018  
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